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Insurance of Risks in Space Activities

The purpose of this article is to present space activities in the context of the risk and insurance re-

lated thereto. In particular, its aim is to identify those fields of space exploration that are subject to

specific space law regime and in consequence, to identify the risks related to such an activity

which may be classified as ‘space risks’. Such an approach, according to the author is necessary to

recognize the subject of ‘space insurance’ and basic terms of insurance contract. In order to

achieve this aim, the international and selected national laws have been presented, including also

the legal frames of the European Union regulating the exploration of outer space. On the basis of

the identified legal framework, the nature of the space hazards was discussed in order to identify

such risks as a subject matter of space insurance. Furthermore, the nature of space insurance has

been analysed in the context of the basic principles of insurance contract, taking as an example

the principle of good faith.
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1. Outline

Exploration of outer space since its beginnings in the 1950s has continued to be one

of the most risky human activities. Nevertheless, it is not an exaggeration to say that the

modern life on Earth could hardly be possible without it and that space exploration is vital

to our planet. The use of outer space technologies is constantly broadening, bringing

many benefits. It enables us to observe changes in climate and the ozone layer, as well as

to watch the environment for assessing the risk of natural disasters, or mitigating the

effects. Finally, it provides vital assistance for making meteorological forecasts as well as

facilitating communication and reducing information gaps around the world, including

serving as a tele-education and tele-medicine tool
1

. The oldest, best known and most

profitable part of the space industry, is satellite communications
2

. It is, however, only one

of many possible applications, of which remote sensing (earth observation) and satellite

navigation are gaining in importance and present potential for commercialisation
3

.

All the tasks performed by the satellites, are the only “visible” part of their operation,

but they could not provide any services without being backed first by launching in orbit,

then by manoeuvring, commanding and tracking them, all of which is necessary in order

to keep the satellite properly functioning in a dedicated position in the Earth’s orbit. All of

the above constantly face many challenges, such as small satellites, space tourism, etc.,

and need not only the legal approach to be coherent on a global level, but also a risk man-

agement system, which is no longer local or even regional, but is inherently global and as

such should be universal, as any risks produced locally, once result in outer space explo-
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ration, gain inevitably a global context. Mentioning the risk aspect of outer space explora-

tion, it is a truism to say that insurance has accompanied various human activities for

hundreds of years. It also refers to space activities. As in other big endeavours, insurance

plays an important role of a tool enabling to share the risk too big to be borne solely by the

brave pioneers of the fledging space industry. It is also obvious that insurance, in order to

develop needs a stable legal framework within the branch it is to protect, and the manner

of shaping the space activity, its participants, liability, authorisation, influences signifi-

cantly an important part of the risk factors and insurance coverage thereof.

The aim of this article is to present the space activities in the context of the risk and

insurance. As well as identifying those fields of space exploration that are subject to

specific space law regime and discussing the risks classified as space risks, it conse-

quently presents the subject of space insurance. In order to achieve this purpose, firstly

both international and certain national laws will be shortly presented. In the second

part, the nature of space insurance will be discussed in the context of the basic princi-

ples of insurance contract.

2. Space Activities and Space Law

2.1. International Space Law

The space activities are accompanied by a regulatory framework adopted at various

levels and in various forms, including international and national legislations, both in

the form of hard law and soft law. No regulatory framework existed, however, at the mo-

ment when the space industry was emerging. The first successes in space exploration

were followed by respective legal provisions, first at the international level, then flowing

down to the domestic level at a much later stage. These were enacted not earlier than

in the 1960s, initiated by the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 (OST)
4

and followed subse-

quently by four “space treaties”: the Liability Convention of 1972 (LC)
5

, the Rescue

Agreement (RA)
6

, the Registration Convention (RC)
7

, and the Moon Agreement (MA)
8

.

They constitute the most important part of the corpus juris spatialis
9

. This regime is

supplemented by a number of multilateral and bilateral agreements concluded be-
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9
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L. J. Smith, I. Baumann, eds., 2011, p. 48; Hobe S., The Impact of New Developments on Inter-
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tween the spacefaring countries with respect to long-term general cooperation or a spe-

cific endeavour
10

. Apart from them, the international law organisations, mainly the UN

division – UNCOPUOS, have carried out an enormous amount of work, drafting several

documents with the aim of helping set out the assumptions and principles included in

the space treaties. Though being of soft law character, they certainly play an important

role in global system of space law
11

and serve as a pattern on a national level for a bin-

ding law, and as time goes by, they may become a part of the international custom and

general principles of international law.

The most important of the above treaties are OST, LC and RC as they set up the ba-

sic principles of conducting the activity within the scope of outer space exploration.

OST introduces the basic rules followed and specified by the remaining space treaties.

In particular, it imposes an obligation on the appropriate state to require authorisation

and continuing supervision over the activities of non-governmental entities in outer

space and to exercise jurisdiction and control over space objects, and over any person-

nel, while in outer space
12

. The Liability Convention regulates specifically liability for

damage caused by space objects and sets out the liability for damage caused at any time

in the space object’s life, differentiating the principles of liability (absolute or based on

fault) depending on where the damageable effects occur
13

. The wording of the LC con-

firms its universal value and its victim-oriented approach, despite the fact that it has

been applied only once since its adoption. It is important to note that the liability for

damage is attributed exclusively to the state fulfilling the prerequisites of being the

launching state, regardless of whether the damage was caused by the state or by natio-

nals remaining under its jurisdiction. The rules of liability as regulated in the Liability

Convention are an important basis for the shape of the national regulations concerning

the allocation of liability between the state – internationally liable – and the national

space operators. In turn, the subject matter of the Registration Convention is set-

ting out the basis for enforcing the liability and responsibility regime through the regis-

tration of the space objects by the appropriate states. At the international level, the pur-

pose of the register is to help identify the state that is to bear international liability for

damage caused by space objects
14

.
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14
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As results from the space treaties, particular space activities, such as

launching, in-orbit satellite operations or manufacturing, are not explicitly

distinguished as specific types of activity, though the structure of the trea-

ties, in particular, the Outer Space Treaty and Liability Convention show

that launch and satellite operations are the core activities as a subject of the

regulation in the space treaties as consisting of exploration of outer space
15

.

No special provisions included in the treaties concern directly specific satellite ser-

vices, which means that the application of the treaties does not depend on the service

that is rendered, or for which a satellite is used, but on the fact of launching or attempt-

ing to launch a satellite and its operation in outer space
16

. Manufacturing seems to fall

out of the international space law regime, but is obviously related thereto due to the lia-

bility regime for damage caused by space objects. Space treaties and other international

instruments, though they cannot have a direct impact on private entities pursuing

space activities, as they are addressed exclusively to states, they constitute a foundation

of implementing an authorisation and registration regime in national laws.

2.2. Space Law and Space Projects in the European Union

The intensive and increasing activity of the EU within the field of outer space explo-

ration needs a separate note on its legal grounds. The starting point for consideration is

the competence of the European Union within the scope of space activities. The cur-

rent framework is derived from The Treaty on the Functioning of the European

Union
17

, which in the Article 189 empowers the EU “to promote scientific and techni-

cal progress, industrial competitiveness and the implementation of its policies”. To this

end the Union shall draw up a European space policy and promote joint initiatives, sup-

port research and technological development, coordinate the efforts needed for the ex-

ploration and exploitation of space as well as to “establish the necessary measures,

which may take the form of a European space programme, excluding any harmonisa-

tion of the laws and regulations of the Member States”. The Union is also authorised by

the Treaty to establish any appropriate relations with the European Space Agency

(ESA). As results from the above, the EU authority to act in relation to the national

competences of the member states is parallel, which means that the member states

preserve their national authority to act within the space sector, even if the EU under-

takes actions in the same subject and scope (Article 4.3. TFEU).

Based on the above scope of the competence, the EU is active in the field of various

space projects, both in terms of launching and operating satellites and using satellite

services, in particular in the field of remote sensing and navigation. Among the priori-

ties of the EU involvement in the space activities and applications are the “flagship”
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Galileo
18

and EGNOS programmes within navigation, as well as GMES (Global Monitor-

ing for Environment and Security), called Copernicus. Both of these are developed in

close cooperation with ESA on a contractual basis
19

and consist of a series of satellites

launched and to be launched. The cooperation with ESA, the Member States con-

cerned and the international partners includes also an option to cooperate with the In-

ternational Space Station (ISS). Within the competencies of the EU, there is also inde-

pendent access to space, which implicates the ability to pursue missions from Europe’s

spaceport in Kourou and to undertake other endeavours to this end. Recently, a new

stage of the EU space policy commenced, which consists of the decision to insure the

space missions of Galileo and Copernicus.

2.3. National Legislation

Several States active within the area of outer space exploration have enacted do-

mestic law on outer space activities performed by national entities
20

. The regulatory

framework at a national level was introduced initially by Norway in 1969, but within

a limited scope, and then, as the first comprehensive legislation, by the US in the Com-

mercial Space Launch Act of 1984
21

. At the moment, there are 27 national space laws

and also Poland is working on its regulations within the scope of space activities. These

laws aim mostly at setting up the rules under which the launching state may control

and supervise the activities within the scope of outer space, undertaken by private enti-

ties on a commercial basis
22

. An important part of these rules is also the liability regime

and the possibility of shifting the liability borne by the launching state to the entities
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brary, vol. 3, Kluwer Academic Publishers, New York, Boston, Dordrecht, London, Moscow

2004, p. 78.
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whose activities have led to the damage. The national laws are essential for the effective

protection of public safety, property and the environment, which is also correlative with

fulfilling the international duties of the launching states
23

.

There are various criteria of applying national laws. Even if the majority of the laws

somehow address the principle of nationality and territoriality, still these criteria are

not used in a homogenous way
24

. The differences concern the scope of activities to be

under the supervision of the state, as well as the risk of liability regime to be borne by

the launching state and /or by the entities conducting business within the scope of

space exploration. National space acts take various approaches to the subject and scope

of the regulation, but regardless of the approach taken, a broad understanding of the

space activities is applied. Taking the authorisation requirements as a basic indicator of

a given activity being qualified as a space operation falling within the national regime of

the space law and the obligation to authorise national space activities, the launch ope-

ration must be mentioned. No homogenous requirements exist as to the phase of satel-

lite operation. Some of the laws include only satellite operation in the strictest meaning

as a space activity, while others include the regulation of remote sensing and navigation

in their scope of application. The vast majority of the national space laws do not, how-

ever, apply space law regime to various space applications, but have adopted a separate

set of rules regulating telecommunication, remote sensing
25

, etc. A common feature in

most of the laws is also that the authorised activities usually take the form of services,

while the manufacturing of products is excluded, both from the application of the law

in general, and specifically from the authorisation requirement
26

. Those included in the

space law regime are inherently subject to the space liability regime, leading also to the

compulsory insurance in that field.

The analysis of the international, European and national space law

framework, leads to the conviction that space activities for purposes of

space risks identification and insurance, are those that are included in the

specific regime of the space law and authorisation requirements, which in

turn are such activities that are inherently and strictly related to the environment of

outer space in a functional approach, i.e. which are conducted after leaving the ground

with the aim of reaching a level of space not reachable by conventional aircraft. The

other factor distinguishing the space law regime is the “upstream” and “downstream”

sector, where only the former is subject to space law and the latter, commonly known as

‘application of the satellite services,’ is regulated on a sectoral basis. An example of the

above can be seen in EU law, where the exclusion of the harmonisation measures with
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Dempsey P. S., National Laws Governing Commercial Space Activities: Legislation, Regula-

tion, & Enforcement, in Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business, vol. 36, 2016,

p. 19.
24

Masson-Zwaan T., Registration of Small Satellites and the Case of the Netherlands in, in

Small Satellites: regulatory challenges and chances–Brill Academic Publishing, 2016, p. 189.
25

See, for example, the UK, where, in addition to the licence for the satellite operator under the

Space Law, additional licences may be required under the Telecommunications Act of 1984,

the Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1949 and the Broadcasting Act of 1996. See Hermida J., Legal

Basis for a National Space Legislation, in Space Regulations Library, vol. 3, Kluwer Academic

Publishers, New York, Boston, Dordrecht, London, Moscow 2004, pp. 130–132.
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There are some exceptions in this respect, which may result from the space acts enacted by

Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan, where broader concepts seemed to be adopted. See for

example Dunk F.G. von der, The Legal Framework for Space Projects in Europe: Aspects of

Applicable Law and Dispute Resolution – Space and Telecommunications Law Program. Fa-

culty Publications 2011, p. 359.



respect to space law does not affect the regulation power in the field of satellite commu-

nication and broadcasting. Outside the frames of the space activity set above is also the

manufacturing of space objects. Though the legal provisions on the world scale are not

homogenous on this issue, such a trend is visible.

2.4. Contracts in Space Industry

Due to the general nature of the space regulatory frameworks, the contracts play

a vital role in specifying and defining the subject and scope of particular space activities

and as such are indispensable in identifying the risk to be covered by insurance. How-

ever, space law is also silent with respect to particular aspects of contract law, which

could be applicable to the space activities. So far, no international contract law instru-

ment of mandatory or optional application has been worked out especially for the use in

contracts for the space industry in such areas as satellite procurement contracts,

launch services contracts, satellite operation or sale contracts. This leads to a great role

of industrial practice resulting in a kind of emerging Lex Mercatoria. The source of con-

tractual clauses in space contracts is an established contractual practice that emerged

during the years of concluding the space contracts by enterprises active in space indus-

try, eventually with the help of some national bodies, such as NASA and ESA. All the

above happened on the national level first, opposite to the ideas expressed in the space

treaties, where the international framework gave a kick-off to the national regulations.

An important feature of space contracts is that they are subject to various national juris-

dictions, mainly those where the launch services providers have their registered offices

or, in case of influential satellite operators, where the customers have their registered

offices. In spite of a substantial difference in several aspects of the contract law of the

civil and common law tradition (such as concepts of good faith in general contract law,

consideration, subject-matter of the contract clauses, etc.), the analysis of the space con-

tracts shows that the strong needs of the space industry, international per se, to ensure

predictable and secure performance of the space operation, led to the creation of the uni-

form contractual practice in the main aspects of the space contracts
27

. In consequence,

they provide the basis for a precise structuring of the whole space mission, reflecting the

current technology and regulatory framework. Important part thereof are provisions con-

cerning the risk management and allocation, having a direct impact on the space insu-

rance terms.

Most important types of contract that are indispensable in shaping the insurable in-

terest and subject – matter of insurance are launch services contracts, satellite procure-

ment contracts and satellite operation contracts. Apart from the above, there are a range

of contracts for manufacturing the supporting ground equipment as well as for the provi-

sion of TT&C services, agreements supporting the application of satellites, such as ser-

vice level agreements, etc.

3. Space Activities and Space Risks (Property, Liability, Personal)

The well-known rule is that the first thing in proper risk management is to identify

the risk. This fully applies to risks related to the exploration of outer space
28

. Though it

seems that space risks are associated primarily with “anything outside Earth’s atmo-
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See also Ravillon L., Typology of Contracts in the Space Sector, in Contracting for Space: Con-

tract Practice in the European Space Sector, L. J. Smith, I. Baumann, eds., 2011, p. 161.
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For example, Hermida J., Risk Management in Arianespace space launch agreements,

XXV Ann. Air & Sp. L, 2000.



sphere that can cause harm to people or property”
29

, it is obvious that the risk related

to space operations is not limited to cosmic risks, but also includes substantial risks that

can occur on Earth. This is supported by the broad approach taken by the regulation of

space activities included in the legal provisions and contractual practice
30

. All this leads

to the conviction that scope of risks related to the launch and satellite operation, as co-

vered by insurance, should also be perceived in a broad context. It is supported by the

range of possible damage that may be sustained by the property and persons, mirrored

adequately in the category of property risks and personal risks. These include the

loss, damage or destruction of property related to the space project (i.e. satellite,

launch vehicle, ground facilities), as well as property of third parties, such as ships

and aircrafts (in case of a collision during the launch) or any other property in case of

space object hitting the ground, increased by consequential loss of profits and pure fi-

nancial loss
31

. Damage to persons includes the manned space flights, persons in-

volved in other way in the space activities (e.g. launch facilities staff) as well as

so-called innocent by-standers
32

.

There can be no doubt that all activities undertaken in outer space are ul-

tra-hazardous, inherently very risky and potentially so harmful that ordinary per-

son would not regularly take up such activities
33

. Risk in space operations is a mixture of

technological, human and nature related perils. There are also various criteria of risk

division
34

. The most obvious are threats due to the technology that must be used in or-

der to carry out the space mission. For example, in order to reach the orbit, intense en-

ergy must be built up during the launch, and the high velocity of a space object leads to

enormous friction with the atmosphere to be traversed, transforming kinetic energy

into heat
35

. Technological hazards are mostly related to the use of highly explosive pro-
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Ross S, Risk Management and Insurance Industry Perspective on Cosmic Hazards, in: Hand-

book of Cosmic Hazards and Planetary Defense, 2015, p. 2.
30

For example, the launch activities as proposed by the UN “shall be defined as those activities

undertaken to place or try to place a launch vehicle and any payload in a suborbital trajectory,

in Earth orbit in outer space, or otherwise in outer space”.
31

Blassel P., Space Projects and the Coverage of Associated Risks, The Geneva Papers on Risk

and Insurance, Vol. 10, No 35, 1985, p. 72 – proposes another division, distinguishing separa-

tely: loss of property, damage to property, failure to achieve the proper orbit, partial or total

failure of satellite or payload and loss of revenues, while according to the author, the above

division includes damage as well as risk from the occurrence of which damage results;

it means that they should not stand in line.
32

In total, over 200 people have been killed by rocket explosions. Apart from Challenger, majori-

ty of the accidents causing death occurred on ground during the ground processing of the la-

unch operation or during re-entry;. Jakhu S.R, Sgobba T., Dempsey P.S. (2011), The need for

an integrated Regulatory Regime for Aviation and Space, p. 13.
33

The notion of the ultra-hazardous activity has been outlined by the Prof C.W. Jenks in: “Liabi-

lity for Ultra-hazardous Activities in International Law”, 1966, cited by Brodecki Z., Liability

in International Law, Studia Europejskie, Instytut Studiów Europejskich, Gdynia 2000,

p.179; Parquet C.A., Allocation of Potential Liabilities and Risks in Launch Services Agree-

ments, Project 2001 Plus workshop, pp. 29–30, January 2004; also Soucek A., International

Law, in: Outer Space in Society, Politics and Law, A. Soucek, Ch. Brunner, Springer

Wien–New York 2011, p. 342.
34

Horl K.U., Legal Aspects of Risks Involved in Commercial Space Activities, Montreal 2003,

p. 18.
35

Soucek A., International Law, in: Outer Space in Society, Politics and Law, A. Soucek,

Ch. Brunner, Springer Wien New York 2011, p. 338.



pellants needed to lift the launch vehicle and place the satellite in orbit
36

. Any accidents

related to the release of the propellant during the launch stage are known to cause ex-

plosions, debris, fire, and toxic vapour clouds, though of course, the ratio of the above is

also determined by the type of propellants. It has been stated that, depending on the

circumstances of the case, some of the above hazards may appear competitively or pre-

cluding each other, depending on the vehicle design, accident location, including the

vicinity of people and property, failure mode, propellant type and amount, as well as en-

vironmental conditions. The probability of any of these hazards appearing is dynamic

and changes during the space mission phase
37

.

The satellite operation is also subject to many other risks that do not end with the

launch success, but only begin then, lasting until the satellite is functional, and even

thereafter, where the obligation to de-orbit and the risk of re-entry comes into question.

It faces all the time another important type of risk, i.e. environmental one. It is common

knowledge that operations in outer space are performed in extreme environmental

conditions. It is an inherent feature of this type of activity that cannot be avoided and

may be mitigated only to a certain extent. There is no doubt that the environment of

outer space is a hostile one to satellites: carrying extreme temperatures, cosmic radia-

tion and electromagnetic fields, vacuum, etc. all causing a significant challenge to the

lifetime of a satellite
38

. Satellites are designed to operate for approximately 15 years and

are affected throughout this time by the above-mentioned harsh conditions. As time

goes by, they may gradually lose their resistance to electromagnetic radiation, which

can start to penetrate and degrade the satellite’s electronic components, thereby dis-

turbing the performance. Debris is an example of the hazard of the growing impor-

tance, which can affect the space mission at any stage. There may be space debris lo-

cated at the Earth’s orbit, or even debris created at the launch phase as a result of jetti-

soning subsequent stages of a launch vehicle. It is estimated that there are more than

22,000 objects, qualified as debris, being tracked
39

. Collisions only with the trackable

category of debris can destroy the satellite and additionally may produce more conse-

quential debris
40

. Apart from that, new types of risks should be taken into account and

distinguished, especially in the satellite operation stage. These may mostly concern in-
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tentional interference and cyber-attacks. No doubt, the space industry is also exposed

to legal, political, commercial, operational and other risks related to any business acti-

vity
41

. Due to the transboundary character of space activities and the strong involve-

ment of the states, these risks seem to be more internationally correlated than in other

types of business activity.

Severity of risk associated with the space activity entails a specific allocation of the

risks among the space operation participants, so as to diminish the burden of the risk

being imposed on one entity, limit the need to insure difficult and expensive risks as

well as avoid the costly disputes between the parties to the space operations. The way

such an allocation is made, based on legal (for example in France and US) and contrac-

tual provisions, has an impact on insurance, i.e. the insurable interest and the type of

insurance coverage applicable
42

. The system of allocation of risk in space activities

requires application of the criteria of the entities involved in the launch

operations, according to which there are first party, second party and third

party risks.

Third party risk can be easily defined from a legal point of view and is subject to

national and international legislation in the context of ensuring the best possible pro-

tection of the victims of space activities. The possibility of contractual shaping the al-

location of the third party risk is limited and may have effect only between the parties

to the contract, while the innocent and not related victims are protected by the strict

provisions of the international and national (where enacted) laws. As regards the

third party risk, it is obvious that the space activity may inflict serious damage to third

parties, both in terms of property damage as well as personal injuries. This possibi-

lity exists with respect to each phase of space activity, i.e. starting from the

launch of space objects in outer space, during the operational phase and

their re-entry. Third party risk has been regulated by the obligatory provi-

sions of law, deriving primarily from the outer space treaties (namely the

LC and OST), and implemented in almost all the national acts regulating

commercial activity in space. Undoubtedly, the regulation of government control

over space activity is inherently related to the need to protect third parties against the

risk of damage resulting therefrom, and the need to introduce a mechanism of impos-

ing responsibility and liability over the entities gaining profits from space activity
43

in

such a way that the government of the launching state has the possibility of shifting

the burden of financial liability for damage caused, which is imposed on the state by

the space treaties.

The second party risk in space projects is perceived in the context of the

liability of the participants of the space mission towards the other partici-
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pants. This type of risk refers to and is mainly regulated by the legal and contractual

provisions binding upon the parties involved
44

, though it must be stressed that it is un-

derstood in a broad way – apart from the contractors to the same contract, the second

party risk usually also involves the government, which, even in case it does not partici-

pate directly in the space activity, is also exposed to risk
45

. The identification of second

party risks, though to some extent depending on the legal regulations imposed by na-

tional laws, will mostly derive from the organisational structure of the launch and sa-

tellite operations, including ownership issues, and contractual relations between all

the parties involved in the launch activities
46

. In turn, first party risks are typically

those risks that are absorbed by the respective parties to the space operation in such

a way that each one assumes the risk of the loss of its own property, and all the conse-

quences resulting therefrom, without the possibility of shifting it to other parties of

the space project via the contractual liability clauses or claims in tort, thus limiting

substantially the scope of second party risks.

The contractual system of risk allocation consists of inter-party waivers

of liability, accompanied by hold harmless clauses, and flow-down provi-

sions, applied jointly. It results mostly from the standard launch contracts, as in-

ternational and national legal regulations apart from very few exceptions (US and

France) do not regulate the risk allocation schemes. A typical launch contract, re-

gardless of jurisdiction, includes similar clauses regardless of whether the contract-

ing parties are the launch company and satellite operator, or the satellite manufac-

turer providing turn-key services by delivering the satellite into orbit
47

. Due to the

above risk allocation regime, first party risks are said to be the core of the

satellite insurance.

4. Insurance of Space Risks

It is claimed that insurance “has considerably helped the space application sectors

to develop,” as it “provides coverage for risks which space ventures are unable to re-

duce or eliminate by other means”
48

. The common saying is that there is no space pro-

ject without financing, and there is no financing without insurance
49

. An effective in-

surance coverage in place is a condition precedent of many financial schemes as, in

fact, it is perceived as a stabilising factor for risky commercial space activity. Even for

the governments as well as for the EU, the external financing and insurance of space
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projects is becoming an increasingly important tool of risk management, in spite of its

costs
50

. The insurance of space risks is very often a part of the financing scheme for the

whole space mission
51

. The first space insurance contract was concluded in 1965 for

COMSAT’s Early Bird satellite with coverage of pre-launch insurance and third party

liability insurance, written by marine insurers
52

. The coverage of launch and in-orbit

risks began in 1968 with insuring an Intelsat fleet of satellites.

Space insurance is a highly specialised branch of the insurance law and from a re-

gulatory point view it still seems to be a kind of novelty on the insurance market. Taking

the EU law approach as an example, there is no regulation explicitly concerning space

risks, which for the time being can only be classified as a type of transport insurance

(see appendix 1 to the Solvency II Directive). The question is also whether space third

party liability insurance suits the features of aviation third party liability insurance, due

to the specific liability regime established in the LC, being quite different from the lia-

bility in the aviation transportation. Nevertheless, in each case it seems that the space

insurance should be categorised as a large risk insurance
53

, being based on the defini-

tion of the large risks as included in Directive 2009/138/EC (Article 13, point 27). It re-

fers to the types of the risks and features of the policyholder, as it is rather obvious that

the latter prerequisites are met by most of the launch/ satellite operators
54

, but also due

to the possible qualification of the space risks as transport risks.

Moreover, the other criteria for distinguishing space insurance types are

not homogenous. In a broader sense, they include all the stages of the space pro-

ject, since the production phase until the end of the space project (the end of the sa-

tellite’s life-time). However, such a typology stresses the fact that the pre-launch co-

verage, until lift off, is often provided not by the space insurers, but by the cargo, ma-

rine and other insurers offering similar coverage. This is due to the fact that all the

risks related to the ground activity, even if connected with outer space have, in fact,

much in common with other insurance of ultra-hazardous activities, and as such are

more similar in dealing with such risks (as in nuclear and chemical industry) than

with outer space. According to this concept, space insurance starts not earlier
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than with the lift off of the launch vehicle and lasts for the duration of the

entire satellite life
55

.

Having said so, the insurance market practice divides the space risks according to

the phases of the space project and distinguishes the “launch”, “early in orbit” and “in

orbit” insurance. This refers to the fact that risk in each subsequent phase of the space

mission is very different. The most substantial risk is during the launch phase, and this

diminishes during the subsequent stages. The time of the cover is not equal, as the

launch phase lasts no longer than one hour (depending on the type of the launch vehi-

cle and intended orbit), the early in orbit phase (depending on the type of the satellite)

may last several weeks up to several months (in the case of all-electric satellites) and

the operational stage may exceed 15 years. The specialised space insurers offer com-

bined coverage for typical space risks, i.e. launch, early in-orbit and in-orbit. The rea-

son for structuring combined space insurance products is the difficulty in drawing

a distinction between subsequent phases of the space operation, as it can be even more

difficult to discover the moment when the covered risk occurred and the moment when

the loss manifests itself, depending on the policy wording. Whatever the criteria

within these two types of cover, it is important to note that it starts not ear-

lier than the launch, i.e. at the point of no return when the rocket lift off becomes ir-

reversible. It means that it does not include the hazards of the ground operations, as

these are included in the pre-launch cover
56

.

Apart from the above, the classical division for property (first party risk) and third

party liability is made, where the latter is usually a compulsory type of insurance under

national legal authorisation regime and is related to the necessity of shifting the liability

borne by the state for space activities of the national space entrepreneurs. The second

party insurance, known in transport insurance as insurance of liability towards passen-

gers and in a more general sense, the liability towards related parties as a rule practically

does not exist in the space insurance sector, mainly due to the common application of

cross-waivers in the space industry between the participants of the space missions, as

well as due to the lack of regulations on the second party liability in the Liability Conven-

tion
57

.

Third party space liability insurance, as a compulsory one, is one of the

few aspects regulated in law specifically with respect to space insurance. Nonethe-

less, the obligation to insure does not result from international law, where the treaties

are silent about insurance and are limited only to the rules of liability imposed on the

launching states. Only the UN resolutions include suggestions on regulating the com-

pulsory third party liability insurance in the national space laws. Thus, the obligation

to insure is present in the domestic space laws enacted by spacefaring states, and one
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of its aims is to secure the international liability of the state for space activity con-

ducted by national entities
58

. In a number of states, the insurance obligation has not

been reflected explicitly in the law, but constitutes a condition to obtain a licence to

conduct space activities. The obligation to have insurance is nowadays perceived as one

of the most important issues of national space legislation and is present in all the pro-

posals concerning the harmonisation of domestic space laws
59

. It can also be noticed

that all newer laws on space activities include the explicit obligation to have insurance,

covering risk of damage that may be sustained by third party
60

. In view of the above, it

may be said that, although the national laws are not homogenous in terms of the scope

and terms of insurance obligations, on the whole they reflect the basic principles dis-

tinguished by academics for compulsory insurance, which consists of (1) the private

character of the compulsory insurance contract, (2) the indemnity character of

a compulsory insurance contract; (3) the liability type of compulsory insurance, usu-

ally including the coverage of legal costs; (4) the obligation of insurance to be decisive,

i.e. resulting from a statute, or international agreement, and (5) the basic features of

the compulsory insurance being specified by the law
61

.

As regards the insurance contract law perspective, space insurance and

space risks are not defined in insurance laws. This is why, the space insurance

contracts must in terms of the subject-matter of risks and its features rely on the

space regulations and contractual practice. Considering the space insurance in

the context of basic principles of insurance, the principle of party’s auto-

nomy, principle of good faith, principle of indemnity and reasonableness

could be taken into account as a basis for comparing the “classic” types of

insurance and space insurance. Due to the limited frames of this article,

the principle of good faith in the context of space insurance will be pre-

sented, as it is claimed to be one of the most important concepts standing

at the root of insurance. Traditionally it is linked to the policyholder’s information

duties, which are material for effective insurance protection at the conclusion of the

insurance contract and during the risk assessment in the underwriting process, but

also during the contract term and finally after the occurrence of the event insured.

Also, in space insurance, though involving very experienced insurers with a vast

knowledge on space technology, it is the policyholder who is familiar with the purpose

and criteria of the space project, and determines the success or failure criteria, as

well as the reliability factors. In addition, in the event of a loss, it is the insured alone

who is able to state whether the malfunction is permanent or can be remedied, and he

alone is able to provide the proof of loss. The full control on the subject of insurance

and knowledge of the relevant circumstances is in the hands of the insured. This can-

not be substituted solely by the insurer’s space technology expertise. Thus, though in-

surers quite often participate in the space project from its beginnings, they still have

to rely on information provided by the insured.
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The above is very important and well reflected in the underwriting process which in

space insurance must be based on an individualistic approach to the risk assessment

and must work on “technology-based engineering analysis”, rather than base on the

typical methods of risk measurement and statistics
62

. This situation is due to the low

quantity of risks of high value, i.e. the limited number of launches and satellites, which

do not allow really meaningful statistics to be developed, increased by the diverse range

of launch vehicles and satellites, which further narrow the possibility to act on the rules

of probability
63

. This issue is related to a broader aspect of the insurability of space risks

in the context of the general criteria of insurability developed by insurance doctrine
64

.

The fact that in spite of these difficulties in meeting insurability criteria, space risks

have been subject to insurance for several years means that space insurance may also

be considered valuable as it contributes to the development of the theory of modern in-

surance. It may cause that new, emerging risks can cease to be uninsurable, but may

enjoy insurance coverage, as in the case of the difficult space risks, which may enable

the kick-off of emerging industries. This is often a matter of discussion whether in mod-

ern times uninsurable risks exist at all, and space risks are one of the best to consider

the limits of the insurability
65

.
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5. Conclusions

Getting through the jungle of the norms that regulate risks of space operations, po-

tential perils, technical regulations, licensing requirements, we cannot forget the ideas

that stand behind them. The core notion of insurance is the risk, as insurance is one of

the methods of handling the risk, important but not the only one. Insurance constitutes

an inherent part of the whole system developed by the space industry, aimed at han-

dling the risks that cannot be avoided and can barely be mitigated. Insuring the hardly

insurable space risks is possible only due to the exceptional knowledge of space insurers

forced to use an individual approach to assess space risks without sufficient statistics to

act as “the law of large numbers.” It is possibly the best example of how an in-depth

knowledge and obeying the basic principles of insurance may overcome the obstacles

and make feasible even the most improbable and risky endeavours.

Space insurance at this stage presents rather a homogenous picture as it covers

mostly the technological aspects of the space activity and technological risks. This is

due to the fact that so far no personal injuries on a large scale have occurred that would

affect third party space liability insurance, as well as the fact that space tourism is still

in statu nascendi, and no insurance market for this type of risks really exists. In addi-

tion, apart from the US (federal and state) laws, no legal regulations exist that would

specifically regulate space tourism, in particular when it will take place only on subor-

bital trajectory, possibly leading to uncertainties in particular as to which law regime

should be applicable: space or air law, etc. Certainly, suborbital tourism will create new

types of risks and will require a new type of legal environment that would allow the in-

surers to operate in, this being necessary even for the individualistic approach to the

risk assessment.

The frames of the above article, were far too narrow to present a complete and co-

herent picture of the space insurance. Nevertheless, the reflections included therein

aimed at showing how much the space risks are inherently related to the rules of the

space industry and what the impact of such a relation is on the features of the space in-

surance. The result of the author’s research is that although the space insurance is not

a distinguished type of insurance risk (class) from the regulatory point of view, there is

no doubt that the space insurance contracts are in line with the main insurance princi-

ples, including the principle of indemnity and good faith.

Katarzyna Malinowska PhD
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Ubezpieczenie ryzyk w dzia³alnoœci kosmicznej

Przedmiotem artyku³u jest przedstawienie dzia³alnoœci w zakresie eksploracji przestrzeni kos-

micznej w kontekœcie zwi¹zanych z ni¹ ryzyk i mo¿liwoœci ich ubezpieczenia. W szczególnoœci ce-

lem rozwa¿añ jest identyfikacja tych aspektów dzia³alnoœci, które s¹ przedmiotem re¿imu prawa

kosmicznego. Ma to znaczenie dla identyfikacji ryzyk zwi¹zanych z eksploracj¹ kosmosu, które

mog¹ zostaæ zakwalifikowane jako „ryzyka kosmiczne” dla potrzeb zarz¹dzania nimi i ubezpiecze-

nia. Takie podejœcie jest konieczne, zdaniem autorki, do skonstruowania przedmiotu „ubezpiecze-

nia kosmicznego” i podstawowych warunków umowy ubezpieczenia. Aby osi¹gn¹æ zak³adany cel,

przedstawiono podstawowe instrumenty prawa miêdzynarodowego w dziedzinie eksploracji prze-

strzeni kosmicznej, jak i wybrane re¿imy krajowe, w tym tak¿e ramy prawne dzia³alnoœci Unii

Europejskiej w tej dziedzinie. Na podstawie zidentyfikowanego re¿imu prawa kosmicznego i ro-

dzaju dzia³alnoœci nim objêtych, omówiono naturê zagro¿eñ zwi¹zanych z dzia³alnoœci¹ kos-

miczn¹, a w konsekwencji – rodzaj ryzyk ujmowany jako przedmiot ubezpieczenia kosmicznego.

Natura ubezpieczenia ryzyk kosmicznych zosta³a przedstawiona na tle podstawowych zasad umo-

wy ubezpieczenia, w szczególnoœci na przyk³adzie zasady dobrej wiary.

S³owa kluczowe: ryzyka kosmiczne, ubezpieczenie kosmiczne, ubezpieczalnoœæ ryzyk kosmicz-

nych, dzia³alnoœæ kosmiczna.
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